




Elegance. Sustainability. Heritage. Three words that define 
Tomaz philosophy, a trademark by Eliana Tomaz who believes 
in handcrafting and simple lines to create unique and distinct 
products. Established in 2015, the brand follows the criteria 
that is now unavoidable when it comes to exclusive design: 
ecology and functionality.

The attention to detail and clean lines, as well as the choice 
of neutral and natural tones, make Tomaz a timeless brand 
and her products cherished forever. Eliana Tomaz works only 
with Portuguese high quality fabrics and vegetable tanned 
leather, together with the experience of craftswomen, to bring 
to their customers the best of what design can be. Each piece 
is hand-stamped with its unique number. 

With an international clientele, Tomaz prides herself in pro-
moting Portuguese design and craftsmanship, making the 
brand part of your life and something to be passed down for 
generations. 



bags



A handbag to carry around all the items one needs  
on a long day. Made with vegetable tanned leather  
and cotton (lining). One pocket inside and two tabs 
to keep the phone cable and key rings organised. 
Hardware available in silver finishes and locks  
with a magnet spring. All products are numbered 
and unique.

Francis _ the classic _ handbag Francis _ the classic petit _ handbag





The belt to detail all outfits. Made with vegetable 
tanned leather. Stitching in deep blue, five  
silver buttons and seven holes to better adjust.  
All products are numbered and unique.
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Francis _ the classic _ handbag Francis _ the classic _ briefcase





A tote bag to carry around bottles in style and, 
more importantly, with all the functionality one 
needs. Made with vegetable tanned leather  
and cotton. One pocket in the front to keep  
the corkscrew and two tabs to keep the wine 
glasses. Hardware available in aged gold finish.  
All products are numbered and unique.

Cheers _ wine tote bag







Lana _ vintage velvet _ clutch                             Lana _ vintage velvet _ purse                             Lana _ vintage velvet _ cards wallet

Three versatile purses made with vintage velvet 
from the 70’s found in an old warehouse and details 
in vegetable black leather. Lock with an hidden 
magnet. All products are numbered and unique.



A multitask tote bag to carry around all the items 
one needs on a long day. Made with cotton and 
details in vegetable tanned leather. One pocket in  
the front to keep objects handy. Hardware availa-
ble in silver finishes and red stitching. All products 
are numbered and unique.

Maximini _ sophisticated tote bag



Maximini _ sophisticated tote bag
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A casual tote bag to every occasions: shopping, 
the beach, countryside or even a casual Friday 
at work. Made with cotton or burel, a wool 100% 
Portuguese, and handles in vegetable tanned 
leather.  Hardware available in silver or old gold 
finishes and contrasting stitching, a detail well 
know at Tomaz. This collection is designed to 
have zero wast on its production. All products  
are numbered and unique.
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Stylish (& Cozy) _ casual chic
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home



A table cloth and napkins to bring back the ritual  
of having a meal at the table in company. Made with  
100% cotton, red stitching and vegetable black ink 
made with old stamp technique.This collection is 
designed to have zero wast on its production.
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Mãe _ on the table



Whether it is a glass of wine, a cup of tea or a sip  
of water, why not a leather coasters underneath  
to protect the table? The beauty of these ones is 
that they are made with natural leather, which 
means they’ll get old, darker and stained which  
is exactly what we want – a story being built every 
single day.



We love comfy homes, warm hearts and clean design.  
A collection made with burel, a wool fabric from the 
north of Portugal, with a tab in vegetable tanned 
leather to hang when not in use or to decorate the wall.
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A blanket made with wool and cotton (double side)  
to warm up everyone’s at home in style and comfort.
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A cushion made with wool, perfect to seat  
on the floor, to decorate the bed or the sofa  
and as a pets daybed.





bags

home

black leather FRA008 natural leather FRA009anthracite + silver wool FRA006black leather FRA007
Francis _ the classic _ briefcase Francis _ the classic _ belt

raw twill SRW001

stripy + black cotton MAX001

wool + cotton EME001

forest green wool SCZ002

tricolor cotton MAX002

raw cotton MAE002/3/4

wool EME002

black cotton MAX003

natural leather MAE005/6

black organic cotton SOR001
Stylish (& Raw) _ casual chic

raw cotton MAE001

Mãe _ on the table

Emes _ minimal cozy 

Stylish (& Cozy) _ casual chic Stylish (& Organic) _ casual chic

black leather petit FRA003
black leather FRA002

natural leather petit FRA005
natural leather FRA004

anthracite + silver wool FRA001

Francis _ the classic _ handbag

black cotton CHE001 black + white cotton CHE003 natural leather CHE004
Cheers _ wine tote bag

grey cotton CHE002

Maximini _ sophisticated tote bag

clutch 
black + orange velvet LAN001 

purse  
black + orange velvet LAN002 

cards wallet  
black + orange velvet LAN003 

Lana _ vintage velvet

british grey wool SCZ001

table cloth + 2 napkins

blanket

napkins coasters

cushion



Before launching Tomaz, Eliana worked in the creative 
and cultural industries both in Portugal and London. 
Before moving to London, she successfully ran her own 
interior design studio in Lisbon. After 7 years gaining  
a vast amount of knowledge of the creative industries, 
Eliana travelled to London where she studied at Central 
Saint Martins, University of the Arts London, gaining a BA 
(honours) Degree in Spatial Design.

On returning from the British capital, the designer worked 
as sales & marketing executive at a Portuguese furniture 
brand, working within various countries including the 
United Kingdom, Japan, Sweden and Norway.

Tomaz is Eliana’s lifestyle: sustainable objects, marked by 
elegance. She now works and lives in Lisbon, with weekends 
often spent at the beach in her hometown on the west coast 
of Portugal, her relaxation and inspiration zone.

Life is beautiful. Act accordingly. 

Etternally grateful to Estelle Valente and Cláudia Baeta  
for being part of this catalogue making. A big thank you to 
Isabel Zambujal, and once again to Cláudia, for opening  
their beautiful homes doors to photograph the true essence 
of Tomaz. 

Creative direction Eliana Tomaz
Photography Estelle Valente
Graphic design Cláudia Baeta



www.tomazdesign.com


